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Methods of Analysis and the Utility of New Tools for Threat Forecasting
Issue Brief Series on Trends in Technology and Digital Security
Speakers/Panelists
Charlie Allen - The Chertoff Group
Mike Davis - CounterTack
Sean Kanuck - International Institute for Strategic Studies
Jason Matheny - Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Agency
Teresa Shea - In-Q-Tel
Panel Moderator
Frank J. Cilluffo
Panel Rapporteur
Sharon L. Cardash

The Threat Climate: National Security at a Time of Rapid Technological Change
The current pace of technological change is striking. The world has more engineers than ever before
and there are institutional mechanisms such as peer review that allow individual discoveries to be
incorporated into technology much faster than ever before. The dark side to this is that there are
more technologies to worry about now than ever before. Think advanced cyber weapons, drone
swarms, and synthetic viruses—none of which could be anticipated 70 years ago. This accumulation
of risk includes offensive asymmetric opportunities that render defensive systems disproportionately
costly, disproportionately effective, or only temporary in their effectiveness.
Perhaps most significant as a driver of these trends is the share of commercial innovation relative to
that of government, which means that the most disruptive technologies are now often publicly
available in a way that was not true before the 1960s. In addition, the period of superiority for the
U.S. government’s defense science and technological innovation is shrinking over time. What used
to be a period of 5 to 10 years of superiority or dominance in areas of technology in which the
government invested is now 6 months to 1 year, if that—and there are even some areas where the
government may lag behind industry (at least its median level).
This shift to a world in which most technology is publicly available and commercially funded makes
for a technological environment that is increasingly more complicated and consequential. From a
U.S. government standpoint, in general, the focus ought to be on the threats that pose existential
risks to the country—such as nuclear war, electromagnetic pulse (EMP), cyberattacks that
permanently cripple infrastructure, a large-scale pandemic, and certain emerging threats posed by
biology.
Consider the especially worrisome aspects of biology. The difficulty of controlling even naturally
occurring diseases like malaria or tuberculosis—even when massive resources are applied—is
sobering. What if intelligent adversaries were applying some ingenuity to creating diseases? Those
organisms can be weaponized effectively to spread efficiently throughout populations—evolving not
by random mutations, but by engineering principles. While most of this type of knowledge used to
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be locked up in large-scale national programs; that changed in 2003, when the first virus was
synthesized from scratch. No longer did you need a sample of the organism; instead all you needed
was the sequence of DNA or RNA that would encode the virus, and the raw chemicals to turn that
code into biology. Biology was thus transformed into computer science or an engineering discipline.
In fact just last month, a Canadian scientist using commercially available equipment and chemicals,
synthesized from scratch at a cost of $100,000 the first pox virus. This kind of technology is getting
cheaper at double the rate of Moore’s law, and it will get more sophisticated with the introduction of
tools like CRISPR (which is used for gene editing) or with the development of things like gene drives
which allow particular genes to become prevalent in a population very quickly. The upshot is that a
misanthrope with biology training could, for example, re-create smallpox in his or her basement.
Another potent illustration: the blueprint for the influenza virus is publicly posted on an NIH
website and could now be re-created for $1,000,000. That virus is more effective than a hydrogen
bomb in terms of mortality. (A naturally occurring influenza outbreak killed 100 million people
worldwide in 12 months, about a century ago; it was the most statistically significant mortality event
in human history).
As the requisite skills and budgets continue to shrink in accessibility, biological threats present a
particularly challenging national intelligence problem. It is harder to detect distinct signatures of a
biological weapons effort, and the set of actors that we have to worry about is large. Individuals are
especially challenging as they leave a smaller digital footprint (than nation-states or groups) and have
a broader set of motivations—including motivations are not subject to deterrence. Apart from the
malicious actor, with powerful technologies, accidents can become especially catastrophic and kill
tens of millions of people, even if they are infrequent.
Against this background, we need to think about new phenomenology that can help to reveal lowsignature, dual use activities. We need improved measurement and signature intelligence (MASINT)
for being able to assess chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) activities from
standoff distances. We need to broadly strengthen U.S. capabilities for scientific and technical
intelligence. This list is merely illustrative and not comprehensive. Many of the tools that we have
focus on looking at publications or patent trends, but we also need tools that look at what is
increasingly becoming the playing field for emerging science which is conferences or social media.
We also need to find new tools that are able to bring down the analytic burden for our relatively
small number of S&T analysts.
The initiative will always remain with the attacker, but we should prepare for surprises even if
cannot prevent them all.
Forecasting Threat: Methods and Tools
The mission of the intelligence community (IC) is to avoid surprise—to understand threats, see them
early, and take action. Yet the historical record is checkered. The Arab Spring, the so-called
caliphate declared by the Islamic State, and Russia’s move into the Crimea all came as a surprise to,
rather than a warning from, the IC. Looking ahead however, there is a transformation occurring in
the form of digital information and big data analytics that we can bring to bear in the field of
anticipatory intelligence. We now have great opportunity to gather, store, and analyze more
information than ever before. In terms of tools and equipment, consider the Oak Ridge
supercomputer that will be up and fully running in less than five years; it will be the most powerful
in the world, second to none.
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The National Intelligence Strategy put out in 2014 under then-Director of National Intelligence
Clapper discussed anticipatory intelligence and the need for having a cross-cutting mission to make
sure that we get “left of boom”/left of surprise. As one panelist stated, “My view is that we’re a long
way from that.” While the country trains people in such a way that when we go to war we do it
better than anyone in the world, there is no analogue for anticipatory analysis or warning—it is not
taught at the CIA’s Kent School, nor is it taught in requisite detail at the National Intelligence
University.
One area that we have clearly not done well at is threat forecasting in cybersecurity. In this context,
you can think about threat forecasting in an architectural framework that is composed of three
pieces: digital intelligence (collection and analysis); trusted infrastructure (countermeasures and the
analysis you apply); and an underpinning by analytic workflow and the ability to do agile
operations. Technologies will drive threat intelligence and threat forecasting. Machine learning, a
subset of artificial intelligence, is being applied today in: behavioral analytics, especially the insider
threat; situational awareness of your networks, to identify things that are happening on your
networks in real-time, thereby giving you things to take action against; and threat intelligence,
automating rote tasks that the IC’s analytical staff spend a lot of time on.
Threat intelligence has to be both actionable and timely. There is a difference between threat data
and information, and threat intelligence. Analysts are overwhelmed with the amount of data and
information that they are getting. They are consumed by trying to correlate these disparate pieces of
information to provide context around threats. A lot of this work can be done today with machine
learning which results in threat intelligence. However this intelligence has to be tailored to your
particular environment and this is where we fall down.
Consider threat forecasting in the cyber context. Tailoring the intelligence to that environment
means that you have to be able to answer the questions: What are my digital assets? And which ones
are most important? We tend to treat all the data the same, but not all the data is the same. Really
knowing what are those priority assets (or priority information or priority intellectual property) that
we actually want to protect, allows us to prioritize vulnerabilities and have cybersecurity analysts
focus on those top-tier threats against your highest risks. In turn, that enables faster action against
threats, faster decision-making on what is being seen, and discovery of new threats you might not
have known were out there.
It is important to think through the goal of the action you want to take, based on threat intelligence.
There are at least three levels at play here. The first is strategic. In this instance, you care about
attribution, e.g., is this an advanced persistent threat (APT)? If so, they will not give up and have lots
of resources. Think about what you will do with that information. Second is the operational level.
This is where tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) are coming at you. These must be
understood in order to address your vulnerabilities—not just in the network and in the equipment—
but also those individuals susceptible to clicking on emails, files, or phishing schemes (that keep
getting better and better); people are always the greatest weakness factor. Third is the tactical level.
Here the relevant questions are: Do I really have all my vulnerabilities patched? What are those
vulnerabilities? And where do I apply my precious cyber resources?
As one panelist put it, “You don’t have a needle in a haystack problem. You have a needle in a
needle-stack problem. There are all kinds of threats (biological, nanotechnology, etc.); so it’s the
analysis problem that’s really plaguing us right now.” And that problem, in turn, breaks into two
parts. First, we do have a lot of data, yet analysts are still not able to get the information they
actually need to make a decision in a timely manner, especially from a cyber perspective. Second,
the analysts themselves are not even looking in the right spots: for many years we have been
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ignoring the workstation, laptops, and servers in our environment, while almost all of our effort has
been on the network. This is the equivalent of going to a crime scene investigation for a murder in a
home and not being able to leave the street. It is only in the past two years that we have been looking
at the endpoint—the actual systems we use, that connect to the assets that are actually critical.
There is also a cross-domain issue with cybersecurity. What happens if we have a Stuxnet from the
biological perspective, meaning that somebody thinks they are making a legitimate virus that could
actually help us, and unknowingly the software is actually creating a bad virus underneath them?
When you blend these two domains (biology and information security) together you start getting a
situation for which analysts are not ready. And when it comes to training at information security in
cyberspace, we are good at training in one domain (such as network, or threat intelligence); but we
are not good at bridging domains, or looking at information from each of several domains and then
applying it.
With threat forecasting and threat analysis, there are certainly some great opportunities around
machine learning and big data; but these opportunities are double-edged: already attackers are using
machine learning to improve their phishing campaigns. The same things that work to better target
advertising are being used to better target phishing. The adversary is getting just as smart in terms of
the cost and speed of their innovation; and this far outpaces our defenses because we just do not
have the right type of training or technology in place to look at the right type of data.
What is the best use of the assets in the intelligence community? Bear in mind, for instance, that
some of our private sector companies are now able to do forensic attribution of cyber incidents as
well or better than IC assets (except where they have very particular secret accesses). The template of
knowns and unknowns is useful to invoke here in answer to the question. First consider the known
unknowns. These are the frameable questions such as who will win the next election in Country X?
Humans are not gifted at probability analysis or at predicting these things, yet we are finding
increasingly that the technology we are creating is much better at that. Consider big data analysis of
sentiments on social media, or meme propagation where you want to infect or influence behavioral
patterns. Therefore this may not be the best place for our human analysts, since we are automating it
better and better.
Second, consider the unknown knowns. This is where you are looking for specific indicators such as
which would-be terrorists are talking about a bomb event. This is where you know what you are
looking for, but you have just inordinately large data sets that you need to find the datum in. That
data culling again needs to be automated, and that is where we are progressing towards. To put this
in a cyber context, this is what red teams and hunt teams need to be doing. The red teams are
looking for vulnerabilities, and the hunt teams are looking for indirect evidence of a previous
compromise. Again, this needs to get increasingly automated.
Third, consider the unknown unknowns. Here the question is what do I need to be worried about?
More specifically, what is happening anomalously in the contextual environment I am in, for which
I am unprepared? This is the domain of genuinely anticipatory intelligence. And it is complicated by
the fact that in previous decades and centuries, we were dealing with disruptive applications of
known technology such as radar; whereas today it is the technologies themselves that are disruptive.
This is a huge difference, brought on by the time horizon cycle of technological innovation. For
example, if you were supposed to be doing strategic forecasting on the Arab Spring five years out,
you would not even know the term “social media” let alone be in a position to assess the impact of
social media on it—because Facebook had just left Harvard’s campus a year earlier, and Twitter
wouldn’t be invented until 2006.
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Where does this leave us when trying to consider existential risks in strategic forecasting? You have
to turn the lens, instead of on the threat actors, you need to turn it introspectively—look at your
society, your assets, and what are your critical digital assets that need protecting. Think about the
Saudi Aramco cyber event a few years back. It devastated their corporate networks, but it did not get
to and harm their production and transmission networks, the core assets of the enterprise. One could
debate whether that was luck or design or prevention; but the important point is that Saudi Aramco
suffered a huge price-tag but it was one they could weather and survive.
Coming back to biology, the most critical database that we need to be worried about is the human
genome, and external efforts to undermine the integrity of that database. And it is not just
information security coupled with biology; you also have to add in nanotechnology, because just as
we are becoming increasingly able to undermine the integrity of organic platforms through
molecular-level production and material science, you can also undermine the integrity of (or
introduce unwanted additional features into) inorganic materials and platforms on which we rely in
our daily life. Returning to the question of where do we need to spend those very limited critical
human assets in the intelligence community, on things we cannot yet automate; that is the strategic
forecasting question—and to get the most bang for your buck, you need to look introspectively at
your society and your crown jewel assets that are based in carbon, because that is ultimately where
your risks lie.
Specially-engineered crops that cannot be digested; or person-specific pathogens designed to go after
particular races, or political leaders. This is no longer the stuff of fiction or wild imagination. It is in
our best interests to seek to shape the future. There is plenty of scientific and technological talent
worldwide, not all of it in friendly settings. For instance, how many nuclear scientists and
cryptologists from the Former Soviet Union ended up in
North Korea and Iran? Meeting the national security challenges of the day requires better training
and more exquisite tradecraft than we have today within the intelligence community. And until
information sharing is at a higher quality, it will be hard to get better decisions. But the lessons of the
past are clear: we have to be able to share information and break down bureaucratic silos—because
historically, when this has not happened, we have been surprised.
Although our thinking tends to concentrate upon adversaries and malicious actors, the technologies
that exist today and that continue to develop rapidly are extraordinarily powerful, and the possibility
for technological accidents that are catastrophic is vast—so much so that one participant estimated
that humanity has only a 70% probability of making it through the next century.
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Artificial Intelligence for Cybersecurity: Technological and Ethical
Implications
Issue Brief Series on Trends in Technology and Digital Security
Panelists
Michael Brett - QxBranch
George Duchak - Department of Defense
Anup Ghosh - Sophos
Kristin Sharp - New America Foundation
Panel Moderator
Frank J. Cilluffo
Panel Rapporteur
Sharon L. Cardash

Emerging Technologies: Workforce Impact
The impact of emerging technologies on the workforce—including automation and artificial
intelligence (AI)—has been explored using the technique of scenario-planning. A 120-participant
study brought together technologists, traditional industry leaders, policymakers, and cultural
exemplars to think through what they are seeing in AI, its impacts on the way these participants and
their companies/organizations are functioning, and to explore a variety of potential futures. In total,
the Commission considered 43 different future scenarios sited ten to twenty years in the future, and
these boiled down to four categories:
The first is a future of less work, done in a non-traditional form, where we farm out “scut work” to
machines, and humans focus on care and craft work. In this scenario, people are using their
expertise to train, coach, and educate others. In the care industry, they are working specifically to
develop products that are human-based only, and that are appealing to people based on their tactile
nature. The second future is a world in which fewer people have jobs, so they are more competitive.
Here, corporations would take a larger role in helping the displaced in their communities, and would
be an overarching force in the types of jobs that people could have. The third future is a world, called
“the contingent world,” in which most jobs would be project-based, and most people would have a
variety of income sources, a sort of “souped-up” and extended version of the on-demand economy
that we see today. And fourth is a potential world in which almost everyone is augmented in some
way by technologies, and every action, surface, and technology is interconnected.
Three insights were common across all of these worlds. First, the “one-and-done” model of
education that we see and use today—where a student focuses on one thing in high school or college
and expects to use that knowledge for the whole rest of his/her career—is done. People will need to
constantly retrain and acquire new skills and new information, and use them in different ways
throughout their careers. Second, most emerging opportunities will be self-motivated and
individually-driven, so people will have to take much more responsibility in finding, creating, and
training for the kinds of work they want to do. Third, with respect to this self-driven and self-led
feature, the nature of jobs in our economy is such that probably 20-30% of new jobs are contingent
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in some way. Yet most people when surveyed or polled in discussions say that their highest priority
in a job is some sense of stability and predictability; they are looking for an ability to forward plan
their income, to have a sense of benefits, to know that they will be able to have a job going forward.
That is not something that employers are providing as much as they used to, so we will have to
explore new systems for creating the kind of stability that lets workers be successful.
Cybersecurity is a particularly interesting example field because there are hundreds of thousands of
open jobs now that go unfilled. Estimates for the undersupply of talent are anywhere from 30,000 in
Virginia, to 300,000 nationally. With the cybersecurity industry as a job category expanding
dramatically, and expected to expand dramatically over the course of the next ten or twenty years,
we need to think through ways that we can identify, train, and get new types of people into the
pipeline—meaning non-traditional students, and those with non-traditional backgrounds, either
academic or demographic.
A counter-argument is that since demand far outpaces the supply of qualified professionals with
cybersecurity jobs, it is likely that AI software will replace these jobs out of necessity. For example,
traditional security operations centers (SOC) are mostly staffed with tier one analysts staring at
screens, looking for unusual events or detections of malicious activity. This activity is similar to
physical security personnel monitoring video cameras for intruders. It is tedious for humans, but it is
a problem really well-suited to machine learning. So, when we talk about unfulfilled demand for
people in cybersecurity, you will see that software will begin to replace conventional and mundane
cybersecurity jobs with techniques like machine learning for pattern recognition.
Deep-Learning Neural Networks: Battling Malware
Our cybersecurity defenses as a nation are ill-equipped to deal with the nation-state-level threats that
we are being attacked by. Historically, the U.S. Government and defense sector classified nationstate attacks and other breaches on its networks, which meant the commercial sector was largely
unaware of the critical details of these attacks and could not develop technology to protect against
them. Accordingly, a goal of one Symposium participant—Anup Ghosh, Founder and CEO of
Invincea, a Sophos company— was to develop defenses that did not need signatures of threats in
order to defend against them. Ultimately that led Dr. Ghosh down the path of machine learning.
Part of his company was a group that did Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
R&D, and participated in a program where the basic idea was to look at the whole corpora of
malware and identify the core attributes of malware that you can learn. If you create a model, you
can then detect variants of this. Note that a super-majority of malware is variations of previously
released malware.
The company developed these techniques using deep-learning neural networks and it worked
remarkably well—so well, that a larger commercial anti-virus firm bought the company because they
understood that innovation in machine learning is critical to combating current and future threats.
The acquisition will result in machine learning technology reaching a very broad market through its
products. The target market of the acquired company is small- to mid-sized business, which is a
market segment that is largely ignored by just about every startup and next-generation security
company—yet 99% of all businesses are small- to mid-size. This is the soft underbelly of American
companies that gets attacked, and has no protection. Now, this underserved segment will get stateof-the-art machine learning technology to defeat threats not previously known.
Quantum Computing: Applications and Implications
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Another Symposium participant, Michael Brett, Chief Executive Officer of Q xBranch, explained the
work that his company does applying predictive analytic technologies to a range of commercial
outcomes. Working with the financial, insurance, and technology sectors, the firm conducts pricing
and risk analysis, and seeks better understanding of customer behavior, using a range of probabilistic
and predictive analytics techniques.
Quantum computing is an emerging technology that the company considers to be a strategic longterm enabler of advanced predictive analytics. Quantum computing has attracted significant
investment over the past five years and is rapidly gaining attention from enterprises with high
computational analytics needs. QxBranch has been involved in the field for about four years, with
access to early stage hardware; and is working with partners in the commercial sector to explore and
validate applications and the potential impact of the technology.
Some of the organizations that this company is working with to help understand the impact of
quantum computing are banks, pharmaceutical groups, and oil & gas companies—to look at the
kind of problems that quantum computing can assist with solving. These are all data analytics
problems that, within those industries, are very computationally intensive—or practically unsolvable
using classical techniques. Quantum computers will allow us to efficiently solve quantum math; and
that could help to unlock some new breakthrough applications.
Quantum computing is at a really interesting stage of its technology development, where the focus is
transitioning from research labs and universities, into corporate R&D. We have recently seen major
investments from Google, Microsoft, and IBM; they are investing significant R&D resources into
their own capabilities plus a startup ecosystem. There are also significant efforts led by the U.S.
government including the programs run by the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity,
the National Research Foundation, and NIST. Globally we are observing a major push forward in
the maturity and the availability of prototype quantum computing hardware that companies are
getting access to; and this enables us to start to explore and validate the applications relevant to both
industrial and national security issues.
Placing Artificial Intelligence in Context
Artificial intelligence has been around for over sixty years. A lot of the algorithms that you are
seeing now are not new, but are things that we can do now because of the confluence of different
technologies—including the GPU, big data analytics, and the massive connectivity of the cloud,
where you can actually take data, exploit it, and use it at scale. About ten years ago, Ray Kurzweil
was quoted as saying that all companies are essentially information companies—largely because
information and the automated handling of it, is foundational to a firm’s operations. Ten years from
now, one participant suggested, I think we will say that all companies will be AI companies—largely
because now that you have the information, you have to do something with it: exploit it, try to
extract value from it. And the way that we are doing that now is this intersection of big data
analytics, improved hardware, and AI.
On September 13, 2017, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, Mr. Shanahan, signed off on a memo
saying that the Department of Defense is going to accelerate its movement to the cloud. That was
largely motivated for purposes of exploiting data, using and applying AI to a lot of our problems in
defense. Data, specifically training data, is the feedstock of AI. General training data, available to
everyone, is often used to train AI algorithms. Democratized training data gives no one a
competitive advantage. Algorithms are rarely a discriminator, but the training stock, data, often is.
In the Department of Defense (DoD), probably 99%-plus of the data that it collects is dark, that is,
never exploited. It just sits someplace, waiting for daylight. The movement to cloud is to try to get
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this data to be exploited. Our competitive advantage in DoD is the data we collect, with national
technical means or otherwise. This is data that is not in the public domain—which gives us a
competitive advantage in whatever AI algorithms that we have developed. The very premise of AI is
the ability to learn from the data that is continuously collected.
As we discuss AI for cybersecurity, we should also talk about the cybersecurity of AI. We need to
protect our models and data from manipulation. A canonical example of an image classifier, panda
in this case, will result in the panda being classified as a gibbon with the introduction of a small
perturbation in the training data. These “adversarial” examples show us that even simple modern
algorithms, for both supervised and reinforcement learning, can act in surprising and unintended
ways.
From a commercial standpoint, companies are the most competitive where they are able to bring a
unique data set to that opportunity. The world is pretty flat when it comes to algorithms and
machine learning techniques; but the world is not flat when it comes to access to unique and wellcurated data. One of the competitive advantages that a company has is curating datasets that it owns
(that are proprietary to it), that match somehow its industry partners’ internal dataset. For example,
a bank that has lots of transaction data; a company being able to match that with some other
commercially available data that creates a force multiplier effect, is where a company is able to
compete and obtain a win over others.
Is data a strategic advantage? Yes, in the Department of Defense; but less so in the commercial
sector. You need really good data scientists, but besides your training data, it depends on your ability
to execute that as a product. The industry group, Cyber Threat Alliance, believes that threat
intelligence should be a public good; and that companies should feed on the ability to execute. On
the other hand, one of the challenges with a common dataset is that you do develop blind spots to
emerging threats. Machine learning is fallible to training on homogeneous data, so, to develop a
really robust model you need a very diverse training set as well. Moreover, on the question of
whether datasets are a strategic advantage that may shift, as we see improvements in unsupervised
learning. In the future you might gain advantages from simulations or from simulated environments,
more than you would/will from datasets.
Will AI benefit the attacker or the defender more? AI offers both promise and peril. It will be used
for both offense and defense. It is too early to say for certain which side will have the advantage.
Cybersecurity firms are using AI and machine learning to prevent attacks, and attackers are using AI
to craft and respond to these defenses. At this stage, the technology is democratized—both parties
have access to AI technology, and either side can use it. The discriminator, however, will be in the
AI system that can learn and adapt the fastest. For example, we can use machine learning to write
tweets that people will click on, for phishing. Or, we can use machine learning to write
vulnerabilities in software that vendors can use to patch, and that adversaries can use to exploit. It is
not a question of if or when; it is already happening. So, it is another continual evolution of
technology for the good and the bad, at once.
Similarly, quantum computing has many great, beneficial applications; and then it also has some
applications that are going to be very complicated for the United States and for the world. Consider
breaking public key encryption: whether we would want to accelerate or decelerate the breaking of
RSA encryption is really complicated, and there does not appear to be agreement about that, even
within government. The encryption-breaking aspect of quantum computing, solving Shor’s
algorithm, is what seems to get all the press. Another use, in the era of big data, is using quantum
computing for database search employing Grover’s algorithm. Grover’s algorithm searches for an
entry in an unordered database with a polynomial speed advantage over the best classical
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algorithms. In the Department of Defense, this speed advantage can be a competitive advantage
when optimizing command and control systems across air, land, sea, space, and cyber domains, for
an optimized course of action.
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Space, Satellites, and Critical Infrastructure
Issue Brief Series on Trends in Technology and Digital Security
Panelists
Chris DeMay - HawkEye 360
Caitlin Durkovich - Toffler Associates
Nick Eftimiades - Penn State University
Shang Hsiung - Raytheon
Panel Moderator
Frank J. Cilluffo
Panel Rapporteur
Sharon L. Cardash

Old Space, New Space, and the New Space Economy
In the words of the Department of Defense, space today is congested, competitive, and contested.
The last 30 to 35 years have witnessed remarkable change: at the outset of that interval, we did not
have the Global Positioning Systems (GPS) 1; or at least it was not publicly used at that point. There
were no smartphones. The World Wide Web was just coming on. There were no laptops, digital
cameras, DVDs, hybrid cars, or 3D printing. Artificial Intelligence was in a very nascent form. There
was no commercial remote sensing. All of this happened in the space of just one career, as one
Symposium participant noted. During that period, the ground itself shifted—relative to society—and
that really impacted our understanding of space, how we are able to use it, and how it affects us.
Now, space is a $340-billion industry, every year—and that does not include all the secondary and
tertiary uses of space that occur every day (for example, how much FedEx saves when it is using
GPS, just-in-time delivery programs, and things of that sort). Seventy nations have assets, significant
interests, in space today. Yet, 40 years ago, there were just two: the United States and Russia. Space
has become essential, not only to the government and to our ability to project power; but to the
American way of life. It is a necessity for disaster mitigation, diplomacy, intelligence, and the
economy—it is becoming increasingly commercial.
This is what we are faced with; but we must also add into that mix the changing dynamic of how
space is used and how much of a role it plays in society, as well as a threat ramp that is escalating
very, very, quickly. It has been for the last 10 years, but the technology is advancing dramatically—
the miniaturization technology, our ability to put up small satellites, nanosatellites and such, is
advancing tremendously. More and more, space is becoming a commercial endeavor; and then you
start adding in the nation-state roles (China and Russia)—and then you have an environment in
which we are not really used to dealing.
1

GPS is a satellite-based system that provides three essential services: position, navigation, and timing. That third piece,
timing, is particularly important and enables much of the operational efficiency of our infrastructure and the systems as a
whole. It is critical to how we operate as a society and as a people—global commerce, the Internet, mobile technology, and
essential services (such as transportation, electricity, banking, and food and agriculture).
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When you think about the military’s applications in space in particular, it is amazing: in World War
II, in order to hit a target that was 60-foot by 100-foot, we averaged 1,500 B-17 sorties dropping nine
thousand 250-pound bombs. Fast-forward to current, and we have got one B-2 with sixteen 2,000pound bombs, able to engage 16 targets. Due to our space communications backbone, we also have
automated air re-tasking as well as all-weather flight capabilities. That is an extraordinary change;
and that is just in the past decade or two that we have really advanced that type of precision use of
space services: blue-force tracking, air/shipping navigation, command and control, drone use—all
using space, as the backbone.
In fact, many military simulations, if you start taking out the space-related services of remote sensing
and GPS, the casualty rates go up significantly—dramatically so—for U.S. forces. Of course, the
Armed Forces exercise these scenarios and try to develop mitigation measures; and change tactics
accordingly, as you would hope the military does. But the threat to U.S. forces is still there. We have
this issue to contend with in the military; and we have it in civil applications and commercial
applications, from weather and urban planning, all the way through to automated autonomous cars
and precision agriculture.
All countries in the world that have any interest in space are banking on this new space economy and
moving aggressively in that direction. In Tokyo, for instance, the new space economy is much
discussed, and the government there is making concerted efforts to move industry into that economy.
So, this is where we live at this point. Is the United States prepared for the future on this, as an issue
of policy, and security? One participant, Nicholas Eftimiades of Penn State University, thought not,
observing that we still have STRATCOM, which plays the major role in protecting space. Professor
Eftimiades questioned whether that is an appropriate paradigm for the future, noting further that the
old law of the sea doctrine is a common analogy for space protection. The reality, however, is that
this paradigm might not be appropriate for the future. Space is a critical part of this nation’s future—
it is critical infrastructure—far more critical than a power plant in a given U.S. state. Where are we
in dealing with that, in terms of: our policies, our governance of it internationally, and how we are
going to identify all the red lines that policy needs to do, to be able to ensure safety and security in
space? We are nowhere near the refined level of process and policy that is required.
Satellites, Large and Small: Security Implications
Turning specifically to satellites, one participant in the Symposium, HawkEye 360 co-founder and
Chief Operating Officer Chris DeMay, detailed his professional background in government, where
he learned much about what it means for large and small spacecraft to be designed with security in
mind. After transitioning to the corporate setting, he began learning quite a lot about state of the art
in small-satellite technology. Security was not an afterthought in the corporate setting, but certainly
the entrepreneurial startup mentality is heavily focused on product development and value delivery.
HawkEye 360 is an analytics company that is developing a novel suite of geo-analytic products and
services that utilize radio frequency (RF) data collected from space. The company is launching and
operating small satellites in order to get a unique data set that has not been seen commercially
before. The company’s full constellation of satellites will likely be about thirty satellites in ten
clusters. As the company starts to roll out its capability and launch its first satellites next February, it
will have something very powerful and very important that is following in the footsteps of what
commercial imagery did 20 years ago. Here is a capability that, historically, has been a government
capability; that has now been brought commercially, using private funds. Those private funds are
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invested with the intent of developing capability, in this case, for commercial purposes. But those
commercial applications still need security in mind.
HawkEye 360 recognized that to be successful, there must be a day one commitment to systems and
operational security. With a startup culture and budget, the company has by design built a team with
deep experience in all aspects of security.
The company noted the commercial market is increasingly becoming as demanding as government
markets for security. The converging security interests of the private and public sector have led to
innovations in cloud technologies that the company works to leverage in combination with its own
security practices. Security risks from previously unidentified threats escalate every day. Given that
environment, the company hopes the U.S. government community and commercial community will
continue to work together to develop and continually evolve best in class security practices. The
company is looking to the commercial world and seeing what is being done to leverage proven
commercial solutions, including managed cloud solutions. For instance, in the offices of HawkEye
360, you would not see racks and racks of equipment because the company is leveraging the security
that Amazon and Google have already built; HawkEye 360 is taking advantage of that. The
company seeks to deliver to customers a solution that is transparent, and provides active defense that
is seamless.
Another Symposium participant detailed his company’s work over the years for the national
community in space, emphasizing that security has been a big driver for the company. To this point,
a number of different changes have been implemented within the company, including the creation of
a cyber group which is primarily trying to bring DOD-level security capabilities into commercial
markets.
From a security perspective, loss of assets in space is a concern. Part of the concern, if not a major
concern, is that when it takes 15 to 20 years to put that first asset up, the loss of that is critical. But
then, you look at a small company (like the previous participant’s) which has been in existence for
not a very long time, and they have a six-month order-to-orbit model; one then wonders: how does
that impact security, because, if I can indeed put up a payload or a capability now, in months instead
of years, how can we leverage that model? The participant’s company, a large enterprise, is looking
at that question in terms of how do we leverage these capabilities in order to help better serve the
national security market? By the same token, from the government perspective, what are the
capabilities there that could be leveraged as well, directly to the government?
This puts us at an interesting paradigm: what happens to the Defense Industrial Base that is regulated
by the Federal Acquisition Regulations (and many other regulations), that appear to go by the
wayside when you are dealing with a commercial company? How do we level that playing field?
That is something we need discussions about. When a government agency could buy something
from a commercial company, maybe there is a competition, maybe there is not; maybe there are all
these rules, maybe not.
From a government perspective, there is also risk aversion on the government side. The government
tends to want to take 15 years to deploy a program because they want to make sure it is absolutely,
positively successful. So, we will spend $10 billion to launch a satellite. Or, one could spend—divide
that by 100—and one could launch 100 smaller satellites in significantly less time; is that a better
model, if 90% of them fail? Is it better, now, to take the six-month order-to-orbit and say, well, for
that kind of money, for that kind of speed, is it worthwhile to fail some, to succeed some?
When you have these short cycles, they actually do improve your security, because you have
alternatives to waiting; you have alternatives to the loss now (although, to achieve higher resolution
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or higher sensitivity, costs more money and takes more time). The smaller satellites may be thought
of as a quick replenishment capability, to support as needed, and thereby help deter some threats.
There is a potential to do something different; maybe you do not achieve the same effect, but maybe
you can achieve an effect that is good enough. The model, whereby the government invests and
industry invests, could work—meaning, if the venture is successful, then government is paid back for
its investment; or, if the venture is not successful, then both parties lose.
Critical Infrastructure—Positioning, Navigation, and Timing:
Outdated Policy Negatively Impacts Security
Another Symposium participant, Caitlin Durkovich, a director at Toffler Associates and previously
the Assistant Secretary for Infrastructure Protection at the Department of Homeland Security,
referenced the ubiquity of GPS (Global Positioning System) and PNT (positioning, navigation, and
timing), emphasizing the fact that this is a government-provisioned service, it is free, and it is in
nearly every critical infrastructure. As such, it underpins our way of life, and certainly our
economy—from precision agriculture, to location services, to the efficiency of the electric grid; and,
increasingly, as we look at smart cities, the autonomous environment, it is critical to the future. At
the same time, it is a single point of failure. We do not have a backup or, at least, a holistic backup
to this critical system. There are fragmented solutions that are leveraged across industry; and some
of the options that would make it more resilient and more redundant—leveraging other systems like
GLONASS and GALILEO—are fraught with their own vulnerabilities as well.
A further problem is that space-based positioning, navigation, and timing is governed by a very
outdated policy: NSPD-39, which dates back to 2004. Policy here is largely governed within the
space directorate of the National Security Council (NSC). Every now and then other parts of the
NSC, such as the Resilience Directorate, or the Office of Science and Technology Policy, get
involved; but it is fragmented, within the Executive Office of the President. Equally important, the
governing policy gives primacy to the Department of Defense and the Department of
Transportation, with some responsibility to the Department of Homeland Security. Given the
ubiquity of GPS and PNT, however, the policy is outdated. Consider: when you convene the
interagency on this issue through the National Executive Committee (EXCOM) for Space-Based
PNT, Treasury and the Department of Energy do not even have an official seat at the table—which
is somewhat ironic, given how much they have come to rely on these services. Even more important,
because the EXCOM falls outside of the modern NSC processes, its recommendations have no
teeth; they do not end up going to a deputies’ committee or principals’ committee meeting. This
policy needs to be front and center, number one priority, in terms of updating Presidential Policy
Directives.
Another challenge is that this area very much embodies what the public/private partnership is, yet it
does not leverage some of the principles that have come to define that relationship—primarily,
around how we share threat information with, not only manufacturers, but the users of the chips and
of the signal itself—to help them understand what is driving government policy, and why maybe we
are not making what is in their minds smart business decisions. In turn, this lends itself to the
question: should space be another critical infrastructure sector? The idea has certainly been bandied
around. Given that, in some ways, it is an outdated framework and an outdated structure that
prevails, we do need have to have a serious conversation about this idea—much like we did with
election systems and whether they should be designated critical infrastructure. At a minimum, all of
the stakeholders should be brought together for discussion. Another Symposium participant
proposed that we need not get too hung up on the question of whether space should be designated a
critical infrastructure, since government prioritizes its efforts according to the following criteria: is it
a system, asset, or network that is so important that its disruption would have a debilitating impact
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on security, economic security, public health and safety, or a combination thereof? Since many of
the assets, systems, and networks in space meet that definition, they will be treated accordingly,
regardless of declarative status.
As we increasingly leverage technology and push towards where we are going in new space, we have
to keep security in mind, and we have got to have the same kind of risk management approach that
we have applied to terrestrial infrastructure. That means appreciating the threats and hazards that
exist, and the whole concept of security by design. According to the director of security for a new
entrant in the aerospace industry in California, however, innovation still stands in the way of
security—just basic practices that we have learned about over time (concerning, for example, the
insider threat). We must learn from the lessons of the past; we have to put the security experts next
to the coders, developers, and builders, as we move forward. In short, as we rush to adopt
technologies in the marketplace, industry needs to better understand the risks that come with it.
Security and resilience need to be part of what companies do, too. A breach of security will cause
you brand, regulatory, operations, and other problems; and it will cost you money. Yet, security is
an afterthought, until it is not there.
The New Space Race Takes Shape
China is leading the play in space. It has poured much into this, and has much coming from foreign
sources. Europe has served as an open-source support element for the Chinese space program. Since
most advanced European nations do not have laws regarding just discussion, there is a running
stream of European scientists going to and from China, spending 3 or 4 months twice a year (at
Beijing University and other places throughout the country), developing China’s small-satellite
program. As a result, China has moved tremendously quickly in a very short period of time. By
comparison, the way our own systems are working is deeply problematic. Consider the Austrian
scientist who tried moving his work through the European Space Agency (ESA) for 3 years, and
could not get anywhere with the massive bureaucracy, until he went to the Chinese. And now it is
China that is doing groundbreaking work in quantum communications.
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The Ecosystem: A Snapshot
Banks are on the front lines, under cyber-assault daily, since that is where the money is. However,
banks are stress-testing and exercising aggressively; and can absorb the intelligence surrounding
cyber incidents, since the sector is dedicating significant resources to cybersecurity. When you think
about public-private partnerships in the context of cybersecurity, they tend to be long on nouns and
short on verbs; but when it comes to the financial services sector, it is the gold standard. Industry
groups that seek to foster collaboration within and beyond the financial services sector, for
cybersecurity and other purposes, include the “FS-ISAC” and “BITS”.
FS-ISAC: Financial Services - Information Sharing and Analysis Center
What is the FS-ISAC and what does it do? The FS-ISAC consists of about 7,000 financial
institutions, now in thirty-nine countries, with about 100 staff members located in eight countries. It
is one of the primary vehicles for sharing threat and incident information, both for cyber and
physical matters. As a result, the FS-ISAC has been very busy with Hurricanes Harvey and Irma,
with a lot of work falling on its plate simultaneously. As a vehicle for sharing information and
analysis, it should be emphasized that the FS-ISAC is all voluntary. It is not a government agency. It
is a 501(c)6 non-profit organization funded by its 7,000 member-firms and sponsors.
In addition to information sharing, the FS-ISAC is also involved in conducting exercises, many of
them in conjunction with the U.S. Treasury Department—through a highly successful series, called
the Hamilton series—which looks at different types of cyber-attacks in different parts of the industry,
to simulate how industry and government would respond to such events. This activity has been
immensely helpful, for both the public and private sector, to understand what our vulnerabilities are,
and what are some initiatives that we need to fill the gap.
The FS-ISAC has also been responsive to Presidential Executive Orders, including one that
designated some of the largest firms as critical infrastructure. In this regard, the FS-ISAC launched a
separate subsidiary—the Financial Systemic Analysis and Resilience Center (the FSARC)—that was
formed by eight large financial services firms (now up to sixteen), to come together to collaborate
much more deeply on information sharing, intelligence, analysis, and also working with law
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enforcement to respond to a growing threat of cyber criminals and enterprises. FSARC’s mission is
to proactively identify, analyze, assess and coordinate activities to mitigate systemic risk to the U.S.
financial system from current and emerging cybersecurity threats, through focused operations and
enhanced collaboration between participating firms, industry partners, and the U.S. government,
including the Department of the Treasury, the Department of Homeland Security, and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation.
FSARC collaborates with U.S. government partners and plans to expand its operational processes,
establish a physical location for the Center, and add additional financial institutions that are eligible
to participate. That initiative is now launched, underway, and getting fully staffed up. The FSARC is
another way that the FS-ISAC is working in partnership with the U.S. government to understand
threats to the sector, particularly on the critical infrastructure side, with a current focus on liquidity
risks and wholesale payments.
The FS-ISAC is thus a platform for collaboration, discovery, and mutual support, not only around
events (whether cyber or physical); but also for understanding what the vulnerabilities are, how they
could impact the industry, and what the industry should do in response to that. As a result of this
collaboration, the FS-ISAC also puts out products—best practices papers—and has done a lot of
work, in this regard, around ransomware and account takeover attacks.
The FS-ISAC has also done some interesting work around destructive malware. That was one of the
early Hamilton exercises, which simulated a SONY Entertainment type-attack, where malware
basically destroyed SONY’s systems. What was really concerning about that case, from a critical
infrastructure protection perspective, was that the attackers destroyed data. For the FS-ISAC, that
was a very concerning development, in that FS-ISAC members are highly dependent upon the
availability and integrity of data for consumer and investor confidence. One after-action task was the
preparation of a best practices paper on actions financial institutions should consider before, during,
and after, a destructive malware attack.
Another outcome of a Hamilton exercise was the creation of another subsidiary of the FS-ISAC—
called Sheltered Harbor. Sheltered Harbor was established in 2016 to enhance the financial services
industry’s resilience capability in the event of a major disaster event. Sheltered Harbor is based on
standards and the concept of mutual assistance. Should a financial institution be unable to recover
from a cyber-attack in a timely fashion, firms that adhere to the Sheltered Harbor standards will
enable customers to access their accounts and balances from another financial institution. Sheltered
Harbor members access specifications for common data formats, secure storage (“data vaults”) and
operating processes to store and restore data, and receive a Sheltered Harbor acknowledgement of
adherence to the specification. Accordingly, there is a mutual support component, and also an extra
layer of consumer protection. The idea is, hopefully, to mitigate market impact, in terms of concerns
about the integrity of data across the industry (systemic risk).
The above are examples of what the FS-ISAC is involved in, but it really starts with people coming
together voluntarily in a trusted environment, through emails, conference calls, and the entity’s
secure portal in which one can post information. Having control over how that information may be
used by others is immensely important; hence, the FS-ISAC operates according to what is known as
“the traffic light protocol”: “Red” means the information is for the member’s eyes only. “Amber”
means that you can share with others on a need-to-know basis. And “Green” means that you can
share with government partners and others.
Finally, the FS-ISAC’s intelligence officer has played a very important role, fostering collaboration
with law enforcement, and working with other critical infrastructures. The FS-ISAC intelligence
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officer sees information coming through the voluntary channel; she flags it and then seeks consent
from the relevant parties to be able to share that information with government parties, in order to
make requests of government agencies to see if there are other pieces of information that they can
share and potentially declassify. This process builds trust between the public and private sectors.
BITS: The Technology and Policy Division of the Financial Services Roundtable
The Symposium was joined by Adam Palmer, Vice President of Cybersecurity Risk Management at
the BITS division of the Financial Services Roundtable. The Financial Services Roundtable (FSR)
consists of roughly the top 100 financial services companies, as determined by market capitalization.
FSR is involved in regulatory policy issues, housing policy issues, and cybersecurity matters. The
FSR cybersecurity focus group is BITS, which concentrates upon operational cybersecurity
issues/risks.
A top BITS priority is regulatory harmonization for cybersecurity. Here the goal is to try to
encourage government to harmonize, not duplicate; to align, not layer. BITS also seeks to encourage
the regulators and the government to step up their game, to have strong data security for BITS
members. BITS also seeks to encourage public-private partnerships, in order to foster collaboration
across the government and with BITS member-firms, with the aim of trying to improve policy as it
pertains to response during a major incident.
In terms of key programs, the policy group of the regulatory arm of BITS is currently highly focused
on the issue of domestic alignment—rather than duplication—in the context of the question: What
if all fifty U.S. States were each to develop their own cybersecurity frameworks? (New York, for one,
has done so). But, what if each State framework were different? The matter is also an issue at the
international level.
BITS seeks to identify best practices, for efficiency, and for other purposes. As an example, BITS is
presently hosting joint meetings of its Security group and its Fraud group, looking at the synergy and
shared concerns between the two. Despite the existence of overlap, the CISOs and the Fraud
(prevention) leaders in organizations are often very siloed. Therefore, BITS is looking at improving
this operational structure to foster coordination and faster response.
BITS is also looking at the impact of new technology. Everybody wants technology that is faster,
better, operational, scalable, and safe. Here, there are some significant issues concerning the
financial services sector, including:
1.

Artificial Intelligence. How can you use A.I. to improve and automate overall data
governance?

2.

Quantum Computing. How close are we to a threat where a quantum computer can defeat
encryption?

3.

Cloud Computing. While it is not a completely new paradigm (as we have entrusted
information to third-party computers externally for a long time), the key is how you
implement controls; i.e., how do you effectively monitor your system, and manage those
controls that are being enforced?
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4.

Blockchain. Many financial services firms are considering Blockchain as an authentication
tool. It may enhance authentication, and there is much talk about how to implement this
distributed ledger technology. And, finally:

5. Active Cyber Defense. How far, from an operational policy standpoint, are you willing to
go? What is the role of government and of the private sector? What is allowable from a
policy perspective? How far can private entities go to gather intelligence on attackers who are
aggressively targeting companies? There is still a feeling that cybersecurity strategy is “4,000
years old”, meaning that we are still building a higher wall. As Symposium panelist Adam
Palmer explained, BITS members do not just want to be a victim and build a higher wall
each year, and then watch the bad guys get together and break through the wall. At some
point, companies say: What can I do to empower law enforcement, what can I do to
cooperate with the authorities and actively improve my defense? Is there more that I can do
to be secure, beyond just improving my defense?
Another important BITS activity is the CEO Council. BITS is working with its CEOs to develop and
process responses to major threats. For example, what happens if a major U.S. bank loses all
communications with Asia? How does the government provide for mutual assistance, or support in
the form of another financial institution stepping in to help? What is the regulatory relief that might
be provided to allow this? How would institutions support, in this scenario? The related
jurisdictional, policy, and operational issues need to be settled at a high level.
A further concern, at the government agency level, is regulator data security. If there is a data breach
and a BITS member has to report that information by disclosing and sharing it with the regulators,
are they secure? What does the U.S. government do to secure that data, to protect it? BITS seeks to
have an open dialogue about how that data is to be used and protected.
In summary, BITS tries to be proactive, not reactive, to these issues in the financial services sector,
keeping in mind that financial services firms are on the front line of cybersecurity. Adam Palmer, the
Symposium member from BITS, emphasized the need to focus not only on risks, but on positive
solutions.
Taking a Different Tack: Neutralizing the Threat Space with a Remote Browser
Rather than analyzing the threat space more deeply, another Symposium participant detailed a
different, less traditional, approach to cybersecurity, pursuant to which the central question is: What
if the threat space was irrelevant? To this end, the participant’s company builds a one-time use,
disposable browser, in the cloud. It allows you to interact with the Web through a full-fidelity
interactive display, but no Web code ever reaches your environment. In fact, no IP attribution of
your environment is ever exposed to the Internet.
The concept is simple: the browser is built fresh at the start, you use it, and it is destroyed at the end
of the session. There is no need to worry about the content coming into your network, if it never
touches you. No cookies, trackers, or malicious code ever reaches the end device. All you receive is
an encrypted remote display of that session. You do not need to worry about links you may have just
clicked. Any malware has no access to local system resources, like the registry or file system; and
since that malware executes in a virtual environment and gets destroyed at the end of the session, it
cannot persist. By analogy, it is like using rubber gloves when you change the wheel of your car; you
do not need to worry about washing your hands, since you have rubber gloves on.
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Virtualizing the browser is not an inherently new idea. Citrix and VMware have been doing things
like this “forever.” Cloud infrastructure is not inherently new either. The cloud has been around for
years, and has become commonplace. We have seen ebbs and flows between centralized and
decentralized computing capabilities since the dawn of the computer age. The browser is a
completely decentralized application. And the ability to manage applications with enterprise policies
is not inherently new.
But the participant’s company has combined the virtualization and embedded policies within the
browser, which has not been done before—a secure remote browser with policies to govern things
like access controls, user credentials, data loss prevention policies, and more. When packaged as an
integrated solution that allows an organization to deploy a browser that supports specifically their
mission—whether it is safe browsing for employees, regulated employees accessing regulated data
without violating compliance, or mission analysts conducting open-source intelligence for
cybersecurity counter-research— through a spoofable and disposable infrastructure, the solution is
highly disruptive.
By contrast, consider the present state of the cybersecurity industry: I.T. is conditioned by the
cybersecurity vendor community to buy the latest, greatest, next-generation technology. Every time
a new threat emerges, a new set of “next-gen.” technologies are marketed, which promises to solve
the latest threat. It started with executable blocking and IP blacklisting; then data analytics; now it is
machine learning and artificial intelligence.
Yet, if you look at what data is coming into the network and puts it at breach, a large percentage of
that data comes from the browser. The browser was designed in the 1980s, at the research
consortium CERN, which was what Tim Berners-Lee described as “a safe environment”—for
sharing research papers, text-based, internally within the research community. The protocols are
brilliant and resilient. But they were not designed with any concept of security or content controls.
Basically, a browser makes a connection to a host, the host bundles up a big blob of data, delivers it
down to the browser, and the browser dutifully renders that content.
Since then, however, that environment has exploded dramatically: today, every page view delivers a
payload to the browser that contains cookies, trackers, potentially malicious links, redirects, suspect
or malicious content like Flash or Javascript. And the cybersecurity industry sells to I.T. more single
“drugs” to attack more single “bugs” to try and close that environment. These solutions try to detect
the threat after it has reached the network and device. This “one bug, one drug” approach is “a
mess”—I.T. is on a never-ending “hamster wheel” of purchasing more technology that works too
late—after the malware has breached the network. The participant’s company offers an alternative,
simpler approach: put the browser in an environment that does not expose your environment—a
browser that runs remotely and that you can throw away when you are done.
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The Role of Government in Technology and Innovation
Why is Israel so successful in the cyber domain? What ingredients make up that ecosystem? While it
is tempting to talk about technology in reply, Dr. Eviatar Matania, the Director General of Israel
National Cyber Directorate (INCD) within the Prime Minister’s Office, spoke in-depth about
government—specifically, how the Government of Israel approached the cyber challenge, and how
it sought to mitigate the problems the country faced in this domain. What follows is a lightly
adapted version of his remarks.
Before turning to cybersecurity, it is important to understand the unique role of a government in
developing national capacities. While governments are often considered to be a negative factor in
regards to innovation, Israel offers a few interesting examples for positive government involvement.
The first case study starts in 1992. Israel was a small economy (and still is), with a high percentage of
its GDP attributable to exports/imports. At the beginning of the 1990’s, Israeli imports amounted to
more than 35% of the country’s GDP, while exports were below 20% of GDP, which showed that
Israel had a problem: the import-export gap.
During the 1950’s and ‘60s, agriculture was the leading export branch of the Israeli economy. Step
by step, the country entered into the industrial revolution and, in particular, into the hi-tech arena.
At the beginning of the 1990's, everything was ready for a new economy: Israel had both experience
and success with its technology-oriented defense industries. The country had very talented graduates
of its military units. Many experienced engineers and managers returned to Israel from the corporate
arena and the hi-tech economy of the United States. Israel also enjoyed skilled immigration from
Russia, including a great deal of engineers. All of these elements were in place, but nothing
happened. Yet there was a need, a real need, to have a new economy in Israel.
And then the Government stepped in with a pioneering program, called "YOZMA" (Hebrew for
“Initiative”), that changed everything. It was a very small program, but with a regulator that did not
think the way government regulators usually think. The question was: how to build a hi-tech
economy in Israel? At the time, Israel had almost no venture capital funds (VCs) and the industry
lacked reliable sources of investments. Therefore, the Government of Israel called investors to
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establish VCs in the country. The “YOZMA” program promised to investors to match their
investments, through a very tempting mechanism: the Government would share the risk together
with investors, but the upside would belong only to the investors—the Government would step out
at that point.
The ten “YOZMA”-backed VCs in Israel were very small, about $20 million each. However, they
were very successful and later grew into $50-100 million funds, while many other local and foreign
VCs joined the community. All in all, several dozens of billions of dollars have been raised by the hitech sector in Israel since the introduction of “YOZMA.” Israel became what is now called “start-up
nation” or “hi-tech nation.”
During the last decade, Israel exported much more than it imported, while 50% of Israel’s exports
derive from the hi-tech industry. The Government of Israel knew when to enter the market, but also
had the wisdom to get out—leaving the business community to do the rest.
The second successful case study was water. Israel was a thirsty country; it did not have enough
water. The country needed water for drinking water, agriculture, industry, etc.; but had only very
small sources of water. The first step was to build awareness through an educational campaign to
"save each drop." Then, the Government decided to step in, with a program that encouraged the
business community to build water desalination facilities, with a promise of 25-year contracts; and a
program encouraging the use of recycled water in agriculture.
In recent years, Israel has, marvelously, become a country which has enough water; and not just for
its own needs, but also for its friends and neighbors (Jordan, for example). Today, over 85% of the
water in Israel is re-used—which makes Israel the leading country in the world in this regard, with a
re-use percentage far higher than any other country. Over 50% of drinking water comes from
desalination plants. In the past four years, Israel has suffered a severe drought; but this was hardly
felt by Israeli citizens. Nevertheless, water is still a challenge, especially in regards to ecological
concerns—in fact, Israel is now preparing to bring water back to the Sea of Galilee.
Building a Cyber Ecosystem in Israel
These cases were in my mind, as Director General of Israel National Cyber Directorate within the
Prime Minister’s Office, when I was instructed by the Prime Minister in January 2012, to make
Israel one of the leading cyber powers in the world. Israel was already in a great position, but the
question was what should be the role of the Government in taking the country another step forward.
In addition to its more obvious role in building national security in and through the cyber domain,
the Government of Israel also understood that Israel needed a strong and flourishing cybersecurity
ecosystem in the country. To achieve this, the Government first had to consider existing strengths: in
the country’s universities, there were a lot of researchers in computer sciences. Four of Israel’s
faculties of computer science were included in the top-twenty leading in the world. The Hebrew
University mathematics department was one of the three leading in the world. Israel was in a good
position; however, there was not enough cyber research.
Next, we went to see what was happening with the industry. A lot of ideas, a lot of startups, and
technology; but, industry said, we do not have enough people, we need more human capital.
At that point, the Government introduced a national program. First, as part of the strategy, Israel
aimed (and continues to aim) to develop high quality human capital. Starting at the ages of 14 and
15, the state nurtures cyber skills. With the Israeli Defense Forces, which everyone goes through
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because of the country’s compulsory service, Israel trains the best people to work in cybersecurity
during their term of service; and then, to go out and be part of industry and academia. Together with
its universities, Israel finds and screens the best students at the age of 15, to take them to preparatory
study, to high school; and to study for the B.Sc. in computer science or technical engineering, with
two more years before military service, to complete their degree and then go into the military
service.
Second, the Government approached all of the country’s universities, declaring the need for cyber
research centers, because, if we want to be a cyber power, we need universities to step in. However,
the universities demanded that the Government fully finance new cyber centers. The Government,
on the other hand, was ready to match funds and be a partner: for each dollar the universities raised,
the Government would match with another dollar. Eventually, most universities participated, and
now Israel has six cyber research centers.
On the industry side, the Government also initiated national programs where there was a need;
again, not to replace the business community, not to tell them what to do. The programs sought to
do just one thing: initiate more startups, by sharing the risk in very risky research and development
(R&D) projects. Together with some funds from the Minister of Economy, the Government
presented some tools, where very risky R&D projects can come to the Government, and it will share
50% of the risk, for one to two years. At that point, the Government simply requires a return of the
investment if that project succeeds. If you do not succeed, the Government shares the risk. That’s all.
And with very small funds (in government terms), some $25 million for two years, the program
initiated a lot of risky projects, thus pushing the industry forward.
The current situation in the cyber arena in Israel is phenomenal: if you look at the hi-tech industry of
Israel, it is the highest in the world per capita (e.g., the number of engineers and scientists—Israel is
first in the world, relative to other nation-states). Israel’s R&D, as a percentage of GDP, is first in the
world. Largely thanks to the national programs, Israel is objectively (not just per capita) second in
the world in cyber; second, of course, to the United States. The revenues of Israeli cybersecurity
companies have almost doubled themselves in five years, from $2 billion in 2012 to nearly $4 billion
in 2017, which is 10% of Israel’s hi-tech exports. Israel has more cyber companies than the world
combined, with the exception of the United States. Israel attracts almost 20% of the world’s private
investment. Yet Israel is just 0.01% of the world’s population. While these statistics are a source of
pride, Israel is doing what it does out of necessity, because of the country’s security needs and
economic needs. The Government tries to look for partners, adopting a humble mindset, that it is
not the only entity with the “right” ideas.
Lessons Learned, Moving Forward
Looking at small- to medium-sized countries around the world, government has a role. Analyzing
the success of the Government of Israel in the above cases yields four key pointers: first, the
Government succeeded when there was a real need, a necessity (be it water, the economy, or cyber).
Second, a national program succeeded when the Government tried to understand the whole
ecosystem, and not just interfere where it should not be. Most of the time, the right thing for a
government, is to understand where it does not have to be (for example, with cyber: Israel has
almost no regulations). Third, the right framework: how to initiate, how to encourage the business
community? Funding alone, in and of itself, will not work; the government must find the right way
to harness the market through a national program. Fourth and finally, it cannot happen if there is no
base: if the industry is not there, if the investors are not there, the government could not replace
them. The government needs to examine what is missing, identify market failure, and explore ways
to trigger the desirable actions.
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To conclude, I would like to refer again to cyber. Cyber is one of the most important phenomena of
this age—changing our economies, our way of life, and our national security—and it is just
beginning. We are now at the point at which government may still have the possibility of shaping
this new world, and harnessing cyber as a power for encouraging growth and welfare. To do so,
government must act decisively, and formulate grand strategies to cope with this issue.
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